
IPCC AR6 WGI Report - Social Media Guidelines

ℹ Key Messages

● The IPCC AR6 WGI Report Summary for Policymakers (available from 10:00 am CEST
Monday 9th August 2021) can be accessed at this link.

● The IPCC WGI Report on the Physical Basis of Climate Change shows scientists are now
more certain than ever that human-caused emissions have dangerously and permanently
changed our planet.

● Every fraction of a degree matters. Every bit of warming makes our planet more unsafe, but
the report’s findings also remind us that every action taken to limit emissions brings us
closer to a safer future.

● New science allows scientists to pinpoint humankind’s role in driving extreme weather
events with more accuracy and certainty than ever before. The kinds of extreme weather
events we are seeing now will keep growing in strength and frequency, unless we rapidly
cut carbon emissions.

● Carbon and methane emissions both need to be rapidly reduced this decade and reduced
to net-zero by 2050, in order to give us our best chance of limiting temperatures to 1.5°C by
the end of the century. But the window is closing fast on our opportunity to achieve this.

● Natural carbon sinks can do a lot to help up reach net zero, but they are not a silver bullet.
There are very real limits to how much carbon can be absorbed by land and the ocean.
First and foremost we need to rapidly reduce emissions in line with the most ambitious
IPCC pathways.

● Governments know what needs to be done, but action is dragging far behind rhetoric. The
IPCC report should be a call for urgent and transparent net zero plans ahead of, and at
COP26. While global leaders argue about whether we will make it to 1.5 or 2ºC, current
policies could raise temperatures up to 4ºC and existing climate pledges could still see
highs of 3ºC.

#⃣ Hashtags to use:
#IPCC
#ClimateReport
#AR6
#SayItWithScience
#ActOnTheScience
#ForPeopleForPlanet
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https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/


🌆 Available social media assets

➢ 1 x Infographic - climate impacts we can expect at different degrees of warming

➢ 1 x Video - key messages and call to action

➢ 3 x Carousel explainer posts (3 slides each) - key messages and call to action

➢ 3 x Individual social media cards - key messages and call to action

The assets are available in English, Bahasa Indonesia, Bengali, Chinese, French, German, Hindi,
Japanese, Spanish, Portuguese, Polish, Spanish. Download HERE.

🖌 Suggested social media posts
We have drafted below some suggested messaging for each of the social media assets, but feel
free to mix and match, edit and change according to your needs. We also recommend replacing
the links with media articles from your country or other resources that are useful in your
national/regional context.

Infographic
(whole/vertical or individual segments)

Science is more certain than ever in the #IPCC’s latest
#ClimateReport: We have permanently changed our
planet and every bit of warming makes it more unsafe.
The choices we make now, in this decade, will decide our
future. [link to full infographic on UNClimateSummit
website - https://unclimatesummit.org/ipcc_ar6_wg1/ ]

OR

While we argue about whether we will make it to 1.5 or
2ºC, current policies could raise temperatures up to 4ºC
& existing climate pledges could still see highs of 3ºC.

Science is more certain than ever. The choices we make
now will decide our future. #IPCC #ClimateReport
[link to full infographic on UNClimateSummit website -
https://unclimatesummit.org/ipcc_ar6_wg1/ ]
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https://we.tl/t-f6KXUbhAsb
https://unclimatesummit.org/ipcc_ar6_wg1/
https://unclimatesummit.org/ipcc_ar6_wg1/


Video Science is more certain than ever in the #IPCC’s latest
#ClimateReport. We now live in a changed climate & the
extreme weather events we are seeing will only intensify
unless we rapidly cut emissions.

Waiting is not an option. Carbon & methane #emissions
must come down now.

[link to SPM or media article]

Carousel #1 CERTAINTY about the scale of the #ClimateCrisis,
URGENCY to act now.

The latest #IPCC #ClimateReport is a call to action for
governments & businesses to #ActOnTheScience, halve
emissions by the end of this decade & achieve #netzero
by 2050.

[link to SPM or media article]

Carousel #2 Every bit of warming makes our planet more unsafe, but
the #IPCC’s latest #ClimateReport also reminds us that
every action taken to limit emissions brings us closer to a
safer future.

Waiting is not an option - rapid emissions cuts are
needed across all sectors.

[link to SPM or media article]
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Carousel #3 The latest #IPCC #ClimateReport shows science is more
certain than ever. We now live in a changed climate and
every fraction of a degree, every year & every action
matters.

Waiting is not an option - rapid emissions cuts are
needed across all sectors.

[link to SPM or media article]

Carousel #4 While we argue about whether we will make it to 1.5 or
2ºC, current policies are taking us to up to 4ºC of
warming, where adaptation may not be possible.

The latest #IPCC #ClimateReport is a call for urgent and
transparent #netzero plans ahead of, and at #COP26.
[link to SPM or media article]

Post #1 The latest #IPCC #ClimateReport shows science is more
certain than ever. We now live in a changed climate and
every fraction of a degree, every year & every action
matters.

This is a call for urgent and transparent #netzero plans
ahead of, and at #COP26.

[link to SPM or media article]
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Post #2 The latest #IPCC #ClimateReport is a reminder that every
action taken to limit emissions & warming brings us
closer to a safer future #ForPeopleForPlanet

Waiting is not an option - rapid emissions cuts are
needed across all sectors now.

[link to SPM or media article - to be added after embargo
lift]

Post #3 Natural carbon sinks can do a lot to help us reach
#netzero, but they cannot do everything.

We need to rapidly reduce emissions in line with the most
ambitious #IPCC #ClimateReport pathways if we are to
stand a chance in the face of climate breakdown.

[link to SPM or media article - to be added after embargo
lift]

📣 Ready made posts to share / retweet

● Future World News - https://twitter.com/fwn_science/status/1424643627607904263
● Future World News - https://twitter.com/fwn_science/status/1424645450511097857
● UN Climate Summit -

https://twitter.com/UNClimateSummit/status/1424642456117825539
https://twitter.com/UNClimateSummit/status/1424643478647083008

🗞Media articles to share
● BBC
● The Guardian
● NYT
● FT
● Reuters
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https://twitter.com/fwn_science/status/1424643627607904263
https://twitter.com/fwn_science/status/1424645450511097857
https://twitter.com/UNClimateSummit/status/1424642456117825539
https://twitter.com/UNClimateSummit/status/1424643478647083008
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-58130705
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2021/aug/09/humans-have-caused-unprecedented-and-irreversible-change-to-climate-scientists-warn
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/09/climate/climate-change-report-ipcc-un.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/09/climate/climate-change-report-ipcc-un.html
https://www.reuters.com/business/environment/un-sounds-clarion-call-over-irreversible-climate-impacts-by-humans-2021-08-09/

